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To   train   and   improve   your   frenzel   equalisation,   we   recommend   the   following   five   exercises  
on   full   lungs   and   where   possible   on   empty   lungs.   With   these   exercises,   we   create  
awareness   and   strength   in   control   of   the   muscles   we   use   while   controlling   the   movements   of  
the   glottis   and   soft   pallet.   
 
 
Glottis   1:   Creating   Glottis   Awareness   by   Open/Closing   the   Glottis   with   Sound  

1. Sit   up   straight,   relax,   inhale   deep  
2. Stick   out   the   tongue   so   you   won’t   ‘cheat’  
3. Exhale   in   steps   by   blocking   the   exhale   breath   with   the   glottis   while   making   the   ‘gawh’  

sound.  
 
Tip:   do   this   50   times,   but   change   the   length   of   exhaling   time   to   it   doesn’t   become   a  
monotone   exhale   and   sound.  
 
 
Soft   Pallet   1:   Alternate   Nose/Mouth   Exhale  

1. Sit   up   straight,   relax,   inhale   deep  
2. Stick   out   the   tongue   so   you   won’t   ‘cheat’  
3. Exhale   through   the   nose   for   1   -   2   seconds,   then   change   to   mouth   exhale   for   1   -   2  

seconds   and   repeat   nose,   mouth,   etc.  
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Soft   Pallet   2:   Fill   the   Mouth   Cavity   with   Grouper   Call  

1. Sit   up   straight,   relax,   inhale   deep  
2. Close   the   soft   pallet  
3. Fill   the   mouth   cavity   with   ‘ehhmmmm’   sound   until   cheeks   are   fully   blown   up  

 
Tip:   you   can   make   this   exercise   more   challenging   by   doing   it   empty   lungs   with   the   last   part  
of   your   full   exhale.  
 
 
Soft   Pallet   3:   Full   Cheek   Soft   Pallet   Control  

1. Sit   up   straight,   relax,   inhale   deep  
2. Fill   the   mouth   cavity   with   a   grouper   call  
3. Relax   for   2   seconds  
4. Release   the   tension   of   the   soft   pallet   so   that   the   air   escapes   through   the   nose.   Don’t  

open   the   glottis,   so   be   sure   to   feel   chest   for   any   movement   of   air   going   back   into   the  
lungs.  

 
Tip:   you   can   make   this   exercise   more   challenging   by   doing   it   empty   lungs.  
 
 
Soft   Pallet   4:   Full   Cheek   Soft   Pallet   Control   with   balloon  

1. Blow   up   balloon  
2. Sit   up   straight,   relax,   inhale   deep  
3. Fill   the   mouth   by   placing   the   inflated   balloon   against   the   lips  
4. Relax   for   2   seconds  
5. Release   the   air   in   the   cheeks   and   balloon   by   releasing   the   tension   of   the   soft   pallet  

so   that   the   air   escapes   through   the   nose.   Don’t   open   the   glottis,   so   be   sure   to   feel  
chest   for   any   movement   of   air   going   back   into   the   lungs.  

 
Tip:   you   can   make   this   exercise   more   challenging   by   doing   it   empty   lungs.  
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Soft   Pallet   5:   Full   Cheek   Soft   Pallet   Control   with   balloon  

1. Blow   up   balloon  
2. Sit   up   straight,   relax,   inhale   deep  
3. Fill   the   mouth   by   placing   the   inflated   balloon   against   the   lips  
4. Relax   for   2   seconds  
5. Release   the   air   in   the   cheeks   and   balloon   by   opening   and   closing   the   soft   pallet   on  

command   so   that   the   air   escapes   bit-by-bit   through   the   nose.   Don’t   open   the   glottis,  
so   be   sure   to   feel   chest   for   any   movement   of   air   going   back   into   the   lungs.  

 
Tip:   you   can   make   this   exercise   more   challenging   by   doing   it   empty   lungs.  
 
 
For   any   questions,   please   contact   us.  
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